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FREE COUPONS
by Don Bradt #150

 Quite a few years ago I came across a bundle of 200 
$1.00 coupons with fairly low serial numbers.   The bundle 
was 75th Anniversary coupons printed by BA Banknote.  
There was one replacement note in the bundle and I thought 
I was going to get a really, really low serial number replace-
ment.  The replacement coupon, however, turned out to be 
an S15 note (very used) printed by Canadian Banknote.  The 
bundle was wrapped up in the original plastic, so someone 
working at BA Banknote has my replacement.
 Anyway, I’m offering a free coupon that matches your 
membership number if it’s between 607 and 800.  These 
coupons, of course, begin with ‘75’, so it won’t be an exact 
match.

 I also found a bundle (500) of 10¢ coupons and two con-
secutive bundles (1000) of 5¢ coupons that have a minor flaw 
on them.  The 10¢ S28 coupon has a white dot at W1 using 
Everett’s overlay system.  The 5¢ S28 coupon has a white 
circle the size of a planchet at O12 (just above the white AUX 
on the bottom border).
 Send me a Stamped Self-Addressed Envelope (SASE) 
and if your membership matches the range, I’ll send you the 
coupon.  For the other two with defects I’ll send you up to five 
of each.
 Don Bradt, 2051 Beaverhill Dr, Ottawa ON K1J 6N9.

MISMATCHED SERIAL NUMBERS
by Jerome Fourre #120

       Quite a few members have sent in CTC S27 & S28 
twenty five cent notes that have mismatched serial numbers. 
       The CTC S27-D04 - 9907001606 range is the harder one 
to find with less than 200 known.  The others are as follows:

        Lowest Highest Possible
        found found quantity
CTC S27-D04 9907001606 9907001770 200
CTC S27-D06 9913481145 9913481731 1000
CTC S28-D06 9917173121 9917173994 1000
CTC S28-D06 9917223121 9917223154 500*
CTC S28-D06 9917523000 9917523496 500
CTC S28-D06 9917673076 9917673986 1000

* All of these notes were only seen for auction on eBay


